
“It’s been a wonderful life.”

Robert Joseph Spring  
1932 - 2020
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I Met Jacques Lipchitz When  
I Was Eight Years Old
by Bob Spring – Monday, January 30, 2012

The day that I met Jacques Lipchitz was a Saturday. My father had taken me to work that day and 

introduced me to Mr. Lipchitz, who smiled and said hello. My first memory was watching him work on 

a wax sculpture. He was wearing a beret and had a metal tool in his hand. When he touched this tool 

to the wax sculpture, smoke would rise and some of the wax would melt. Later on, I found out the 

tool was made of cast iron and came in many different sizes. When heated, it stayed hot for quite a 

while. He used this tool to retouch the wax pattern that my father’s foundry had made for him. It was 

fascinating to watch him work. I did not know then but in about fifteen or so years Jacques Lipchitz 

would become an important person in my life, helping me with many foundry skills and affording me 

an opportunity to grow as an artisan while working on his pieces. 

I remember when the CBS show Let’s Take a 

Trip filmed an episode at Modern Art Foundry in 

1957. I had a small part demonstrating how to 

pin a core nail hole closed and worked directly 

with Mr. Lipchitz on his patina for the sculpture 

Pierrot. A few years ago, we transferred the epi-

sode to DVD; I cannot believe how young we all 

looked.

Most importantly, Mr. Lipchitz was at the foundry 

when my father told me I was needed to take 

over the patina work. Mr. Lipchitz was casting a 

number of small pieces at this time. He was very 

patient with me because he knew the colors he 

wanted and how to achieve them. He would not settle for good. He wanted it to be right. This was 

a benefit for me because I learned how to color and to please a customer. It was about one year 

before I was comfortable. Eventually, Mr. Lipchitz would allow me to patina his bronzes without his 

supervision.

“ It was fascinating to watch him work. I did not know then  
but in about fifteen or so years Jacques Lipchitz would become  
an important person in my life.”

Mr. Lipchitz developed a work pattern that allowed him to spend half the year in the United States 

and half the year in Italy. He would send us a letter before returning to New York. The letter would tell 

us which plasters to retrieve from his studio in order to prepare waxes for his arrival in the warmer 

months. In addition, we would have bronzes ready for him from his last trip. It was an exciting time at 

Modern Art Foundry. Mr. Lipchitz once told me he loved returning to New York City each year. When 

the plane landed and he heard the announcement from the pilot welcoming them to New York, he’d 

say, “’there is like electricity in the air, I get charged up again. It is so exciting and there is so much 

happening in NYC!’”
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I Met Jacques Lipchitz When  
I Was Eight Years Old
by Bob Spring – Monday, January 30, 2012

I said goodbye to Mr. Lipchitz for the last time in May 1973, 16 days before he died. He was at the 

foundry one last time before leaving to go back to Italy. Oddly, about a week later I saw him on 2nd 

Avenue and 51st Street in Manhattan. I was waiting at a red light and across the busy street; I saw 

Mr. and Mrs. Lipchitz walking. Of course, he had his blue beret on but the light changed and I did not 

have a chance to wave hello.

A week or so later he died while on vacation at Capri’s Blue Grotto, his usual place for relaxation when 

returning to Italy by ship. He was buried in Jerusalem. 

Jacques Lipchitz taught me many things. We had a  

business relationship and a friendship. I was very sad when 

he passed away. It was 33 years since our first meeting. I felt 

I had lost a friend, a teacher, and a second father.

(Years later Bob would speak at the rededication of  

Mr. Lipchitz sculpture at the Hastings on Hudson Library. It 

was a day to not only honor Mr. Lipchitz but to thank him 

publicly for his contributions to Bob’s life and the foundry.)

“ There is like electricity in the  
air, I get charged up again. It is  
so exciting and there is so much  
happening in NYC!”

.. .continued
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As Modern Art Foundry nears eighty years in the fine art casting business, we have been working with 

Bob Spring, at Modern Art Foundry full-time since 1955, to collect his stories and memories of his life 

working for artists. In this Newsletter we would like to share a conversation between Bob and Patricia 

Bradshaw regarding the Alice in Wonderland monument by Jose De Creeft located on the east 

side of Central Park, north of the Conservatory Water at 72nd Street.

Artist José De Creeft was born in Guadalajara, Spain in 1884. He moved to the United States in 1929 

and became a citizen in 1940. He had a long and successful career as both sculptor and teacher. 

Mr. De Creeft died in New York in 1982. 

The following is a summary of a conversation with Patricia Bradshaw – recorded in February 2011. 

Today, let us talk about the Alice in Wonderland sculpture  
located in Central Park. 
De Creeft’s idea was that this monument needed to be very child friendly. The layout of the maquette 

had the statues and the composition so that children would be able to climb on the piece easily. 

Of course, it is dominated by Alice sitting on the mushroom. Alice is welcoming all to come up, sit 

with her, and look at the cat up in the little tree behind her with its silly grin. The mushrooms serve to  

support your climb up and allow you access to the sculpture.

Modern Art Foundry 
Approaching 80 Years
Tuesday, November 29, 2011
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Modern Art Foundry 
Approaching 80 Years
Tuesday, November 29, 2011

Did the maquette come to the foundry full size?
We received the full size enlargement, which was created by the sculptors of that era who worked 

as professional enlargers. De Creeft supervised the enlargement and it was delivered to the foundry. 

Did you do any of the finishing or patina on it?
Yes. I got out of the service in 1955, so by the time that job came into the foundry I was already 

working in the finishing room. I did not do all of it, but I did some. I do remember finishing the big 

mushroom. It was cast in sections, and some of the welding was done on the inside. There was not 

enough room inside of the bronze for me use the mask with the dark glasses to protect my eyes 

from being burned, so I held the glass without the hood and I tack welded it. Little did I know, that the 

ultra-violet light was bouncing off the top of the bronze and into my eyes. I went home that night and 

in the middle of the night, it felt like I had sand in my eyes. It hurt so much the next day that I went to 

have them checked by my doctor. What happened was, my retinas were burned and I suffered for 

many years after that with night driving because it would give me headaches. 

Was it delivered in one piece?
Yes. We have a number of foundry pictures of the work in our yard. One with the whole foundry 

staff that we have published a few times. When it was finished Mr. Delacorte, Mr. De Creeft, and a  

number of city officials visited the foundry for final acceptance. My father was the foundry president 

and presented the work to those visiting, my brother John was there too. It was craned on to a flat 

bed truck and traveled through the streets of Queens. I think it went over the Triboro Bridge, down 

Second Avenue, then over to Central Park. Another crane was waiting there and they picked the 

whole thing up and sat it in place. We had prepared templates for the piece indicating where the pins 

would come out, holes were drilled into the concrete base, and it was dry fit to make sure it was okay. 

It was installed and we walked away. Later on, they had a ceremony. It has been there since and is a 

favorite spot for locals and tourists, and is a city sensation as far as I am concerned.

Do you remember any concerns about the 
public being able to climb on the work?
When the piece was completed, my job was to rub my hands 

all over the surface of the statue to check if there was any-

thing sharp that somebody could scratch or cut themselves 

on. If anything was sharp – I had to matte it down. I actually 

touched every inch of the statue to make sure it was safe.

Any final thoughts?
It is obviously an historic and important part of New York City’s 

landscape. I believe Mr. De Creeft created a very successful 

public work and Modern Art Foundry has always been proud 

of having cast this work for him and the city. 

. . .continued
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Casting Modernity: Bronze in the XXth Century
Introduction to a Series of Discussions with Bob Spring – Prepared by Patricia Bradshaw

A few days before its closing in June 2014, Bob and Jeffrey Spring made their way to East 78th 

Street in NYC to visit the exhibition titled, Casting Modernity: Bronze in the XXth Century at the 

Mnuchin Gallery. After reviewing promotional materials and recognizing a number of castings made at 

Modern Art Foundry, Jeffrey wanted his father Bob to see this show. 

“ In a very simple way, the exhibition unknowingly shared our  
history too,” Jeffrey remarked.

Upon their return, I met with Mr. Spring a couple times to 

discuss his thoughts on the exhibition. He said he was quite 

taken seeing all these works, and felt a clear emotional  

connection. Many of these artist’s he worked with directly, 

providing services to assist them in their artistic pursuits. He 

added, “It was a nice tribute to the foundry, although most 

people, on first glance would not know we were involved. 

Even the artists we didn’t cast for, their works sometimes 

made their way to our foundry when collectors need our con-

servation and maintenance services.” I asked Mr. Spring for 

some specific memories but his first thoughts mused about 

his father, himself, and now his daughter and son all sharing 

these similar experiences working with artists. He replied:

“ It was very nice of the gallery curator 
to show us around, and give us two 
complimentary exhibition catalogues.” 

The artist’s included in the exhibit were Jean Arp, Louise 

Bourgeois, Constantin Brancusi, Alexander Calder, Willem 

de Kooning, Max Ernst, Alberto Giacometti, Jasper Johns, 

Jeff Koons, Henri Laurens, Roy Lichtenstein, Marino Marini, Henri Matisse, Joan Miro, Henry Moore, 

Bruce Nauman, Isamu Noguchi, Pablo Picasso, Germaine Richier, Auguste Rodin, David Smith, and 

Cy Twombly. Mr. Spring recalled, 

“ My father always told me that our purpose is to be faithful  
to the artists intentions. We are not critics. This principle has  
allowed us to work with many, many artists during the past 
eighty two years. We are certainly not perfect, but it is  
important for foundries to have good craftsman, without  
them you would not meet the demands of the customers.”

Bob Spring Visits the  
Mnuchin Gallery Exhibition
Thursday, July 24, 2014
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On June 16, 2019, at the Park Central Hotel in New York City, the National Sculpture  

Society awarded Bob Spring with the Sculpture House Annual Award. 

This award is given in recognition of contributions to the world of sculpture and long time support  

of sculptors and other professions working in this field.

Family, friends, and colleagues attended to recognize Bob’s contributions to working sculptors, the  

industry of art casting, and his relationship with other members in this field. For us, the expression 

‘saving the best for last’ applied as Bob’s award presentation and acceptance speech capped off an 

evening for all honored guests and attendees. Below you will find Bob’s prepared remarks. As is his 

style, he improvised and went off script. Audio of the event will not match the text but we wanted to 

share his thoughts going into the evening.

Many in attendance shared stories with us of meeting Bob and 

his influence on their careers. The advice, the encouragement, 

the referral, or opportunity have all added up. With over fifty 

years of service to the art community, it was very rewarding to 

him to be recognized for his long career.

I would like to extend my sincere thanks 
to the National Sculpture Society for 
this honor, and thank all of you for  
being here tonight, and congratula-
tions to all the honorees. 

I worked for many, many years with artists and craftsman. In my younger days it may have been 

possible for me to keep you entertained all night with tales of my world as a foundry man. Perhaps 

fortunately for all of us, I will keep this brief. 

When I was young my mother taught me about pruning the suckers from the tomato plant. The small 

shoot growing in between two branches. If you picked them the tomato yield would be better, and 

how our neighbor didn’t take off the suckers and he had more flowers but less tomatoes, we took 

them off and had more tomatoes.

Each day in the foundry I was with artists both experienced and beginners. Trades people too. I too 

was a beginner and over time became the one with experience. I was willing to teach and explain but 

also open to learning more each day. In each situation you find yourself in, you need to decide, more 

flowers or more tomatoes. How to navigate each project and each adventure. We are all different and 

some need to be pruned a bit to find their yield, and others just allowed to bloom.

National Sculpture Society  
awarded Bob Spring 
June 16, 2019
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National Sculpture Society  
awarded Bob Spring 
June 16, 2019

Distinguished National Sculpture Society member Richard Miller and I would often exchange lively 

banter during the process of casting his works. To the outside observer it may have been perceived 

as a struggle, but it was all part of our knowledge and understanding, that he was the sculptor and I 

was the foundry man. He created it and I cast it. Together we made it happen.

I worked with Louise Bourgeois for more than twenty years. It was a very productive rewarding  

relationship. She created and I helped move her creative energy into materials for viewing that will 

last well beyond both our lifetimes. She once told me that as you age, you get smaller, so when you 

move on, the wind is able to blow back into the collective energy of the world. We therefore are not 

destroyed but converted.

My conclusion after all these years is that people working together, sharing the ins and 

outs of getting something done, can do great things. This collective power allows us to 

influence and help others even after the wind has moved us along.

Thank you.

Bob Spring

As I witnessed my father accepting the award described 

above and sharing a few thought and emotions about 

his work, it reminded me of how each day I literally and  

figuratively follow the plaster and bronze dusted floors  

and footprints of my grandfather and father. Each day I’m 

reminded of the foundry and people that existed before I was 

asked to join with my sister Mary Jo, and run the day to 

day operations. I still have the opportunity to share what’s 

going on at the foundry with my father but the days of him 

being here are now few. However, it is without doubt that my  

interactions with customers, colleagues, suppliers, and  

others is often a repeat of an action my grandfather and  

father would have needed to take, in order to get a job done. When I started 25 years ago I needed 

to establish some space for myself. I jokingly had a t-shirt that read NOT BOB. It remains true but 

perhaps a new t-shirt should proudly be printed “A Little Bit Like Bob”. 

Many of us cherish the opportunities we have to be part of  
something that at times may make us feel larger than we are, to  
be part of some synergy that connects us. 

For me it was so fitting that my father, knowing he has put the energy of a lifetime into helping artists 

and art professionals, be recognized for his service.

Jeffrey Spring

. . .continued
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Robert J. Spring Endowment for Sculptors in conjunction 
with launching the Modern Art Foundry Foundation
Launch Date: September 25, 2021

Robert J. Spring (1932-2020)
Robert spent the majority of his life working with sculptors. As both a 

fine art craftsman at, and leader of Modern Art Foundry, Bob’s dedicated  

workdays focused on not only providing high quality art casting services, 

but engaging with sculptors and their efforts. MAF received so many, many 

notes upon his death that expressed so much fondness and gratitude that 

went well beyond the factory floor.

Artists and colleagues shared stories of their first meeting, working with him, 

and the influence he had on their careers. His advice, encouragement, a 

referral or an opportunity, all added up to make him an influential leader in 

the art casting industry.

Bob’s service to artists and the art community began in 1955 and with  

the creation of the Modern Art Foundry Foundation and Robert J. Spring 

Endowment for Sculptors, it is our hope to continue Bob’s contribution to 

the growth and education of sculptors around the globe.
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Remembering and celebrating  
the life of Bob Spring
September 25, 2021

1870 41st Street, Astoria, NY 11105

www.modernartfoundry.com

For additional information on  

Robert J. Spring Endowment for Sculptors in 

conjunction with launching 

the Modern Art Foundry Foundation, please  

contact Jeffrey Spring at  

info@modernartfoundry.com.

All photos property of Modern Art Foundry and the Spring family.  Design: Paganucci Design, paganucci.com


